


When the inquiry and inquirer are:
Flexible
Nonlinear
Recursive
Authentic

Administrators who have a clearly articulated 
vision for the inquiry



How many of you have previously engaged in an 
inquiry process?

• BEGINNING?

• DEVELOPING?

• ACCOMPLISHED?



1. What will be your topic for inquiry?
What are you curious about? What don’t you know?
What puzzle needs to be solved?

2. What will be the scope of your inquiry?
Timelines? Specific classes? Specific grades?

3. Who will work with you (co-inquirers)?
Teachers? Librarians? Resource?

4. Who will be your audience?
Teachers? Students? Sub populations?



5 What information/resources will you use?
What do you have?
What information and resources will you need?

6. What are you expecting will be your final 
product?

A report? A presentation? A plan? A poster? An outcome? 

7. What criteria will you use to evaluate?
During and after the inquiry?





Meaningful, Engaging, Worthy

Open to research
Why is the sky blue?

Reasonable scope

You have not predetermined the answer
Why are none of the students buying the cafeteria food?

Has multiple answers
More than yes/no; Should be open ended.
Do you like math? Refined to: Why do you like/dislike math? 



Clear and purposeful focus
What is motivation?
Refined to: How is motivation different in Phys ed versus 
math classes?
Note refining is done based on your interests

Should be reasonable
There must be credible information to research your 
question

Avoid a premise in your question
Why are girls scoring 10% higher than boys in Grade 10 
applied math?
Reword it: What influences achievement results of boys and 
girls in Grade 10 applied math?



Define all terms in your question
«Achievement»: Report card? EQAO? Formative?

Generates more questions
The inquiry that never ends.....

Obtaining the right answer matters to you!
You need to know the answer because the consequence to not 
having it is high.



Diagnostic, Formative, Summative
Formal/ informal
Multiple sources
Print/Non print
Digital/Multimedia
Rubrics
Journals/reflections
Quantitative/Qualitative

monitor AND evaluate the process AND criteria that was established



The most important aspect of the data is that it 
be DYNAMIC and PROXIMAL and CREDIBLE!

This means it should be susceptible to change in 
a timely manner and relevant to your question. 

monitor AND evaluate the process AND criteria that was established




